Your Spiritual Astrology Readings
Spiritual astrology readings are provided to help your overall evolution and achieve all the goals you have set for
yourself, and goals you have not yet defined. I am sincerely happy you have taken this step to “look within,” and identify
areas of opportunity where you can invest effort to make positive change.
Personal Readings are generally the best place to start. You can only evolve your soul, so having a deep understanding
of your talents and abilities allows you the benefit of harnessing these energies to their maximum potential. Every soul is
provided talents and challenges to overcome equally. Understanding these energies is the first step to creating the life
and environment you wish to experience. You may also want to get one of your partner.
Relationship Compatibility Readings are provided to help you see how you match with another soul. You can only
evolve through your relationships, so it is important to harness the energy of your soul as it relates to another. A soul
mate relationship is not about what you get from it, but what you contribute to it. Focusing your efforts on your
contribution creates a relationship that receives energy back from your soul mate in ways you can’t imagine.

Additional Links of Interest
Here are some additional links from the website that are likely to help you along your path.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spiritual Astrology Readings
Sign up of Daily readings Delivered by Email
How to Use Your Daily Spiritual Astrology Reading
Spiritual Enlightenment – The first step of three for creating the future you wish to experience.
Temptation – An energy that only wants to take you from the power of the light.
The Universe – Understand the process of creating environments.
How to Find a Soul Mate
Spiritual Laws
Jordan Canon Quotes – Sometime the most amazing things come out of my mouth when I am doing spiritual
counseling. I recorded some here.
The Archive – This section contains older content that still has relevance.
Spiritual Counseling – provided through email, free of charge, to help you regarding anything on the website.

I wish you the best of luck on your new path!
Love and light,
Jordan Canon

Astrological Terms & their Meanings

The Zodiacal Signs

Principle

Keywords

Ruler

ARIES
TAURUS
GEMINI
CANCER
LEO
VIRGO
LIBRA
SCORPIO
SAGITTARIUS
CAPRICORN
AQUARIUS
PISCES

I Am
I Have
I Think
I Feel
I Will
I Analyse
I Balance
I Desire
I Aspire
I Use
I Know
I Believe

Motivated to act
Practical & persevering
Duality. Communicative
Emotional & nurturing
Desires recognition
Attention to detail
Relates to others
Intense & forceful
Broad outlook, idealistic
Realistic & responsible
Human understanding
Spiritual & sensitive

Mars
Venus
Mercury
Moon
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars/Pluto
Jupiter
Saturn
Saturn/Uranus
Jupiter/Neptune

The Planets & Personal Points
SUN
MOON
MERCURY
VENUS
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
URANUS
NEPTUNE
PLUTO
NORTH NODE
SOUTH NODE
ASCENDANT
MIDHEAVEN

Spirit, life force & identity. Masculine principle
Soul, emotions and instincts. Domesticity. Feminine principle
Intellect and power of communication. The reasoning mind
Love, beauty, art and attraction
Energy, action, aggression and conflict
Wisdom, expansion, optimism & success
Restriction, limitation, restraint & sorrow
Change, originality, revolution & eccentricity
Imagination, spirituality, inspiration, illusion & deception
Power, forces beyond personal control & transformation
Alliances, family ties and links with others
Karma and challenges in associations
Face you show the world. Primary motivation in life
Aim in life

The Houses
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th

HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE

Physical appearance, self-expression and vitality
Personal assets, wealth and earning ability
Immediate environment, siblings, mentality and communication
Home, family, origins, father and later life
Pleasures, amusements, love & children
Service, work & health
Partners, other people generally & open enemies
Other people's resources, wills, legacies & death
Long journeys, higher learning, religion and law
Reputation, career & the mother
Friends, benefactors and groups
Self-undoing, withdrawal, retreat and seclusion

The Aspects
CONJUNCTION
OPPOSITION
TRINE
SQUARE
SEXTILE
QUINCUNX
SESQUISQUARE
SEMISQUARE

Unity of energies, which can be harmonious or aggravating
Destructive or learning
Harmonious and flowing
Tension
Easy, creative and harmonious
Energies that work independently of each other
Problems that can become chronic if not addressed
Petty annoyances that can escalate
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Introduction
Welcome to your Natal Chart report.
Your Natal Chart report is an astrological chart based on the mathematically precise positions of the planets
and the Sun & Moon at the time, date and place of your birth. It provides you with insights into your character
and personal life potentials by indicating the strengths you have and the challenges you experience in life.
Your Natal Chart report covers among other things your primary motivation in life, your identity, emotions,
mentality, love and sexuality, spirituality, earning ability and career potentialities and so on.
In some parts of the report you will come across apparent contradictions in the descriptions of your character.
This is to be expected; people are complex and have many contradictory facets to their personality.

The Planets into the Signs

Sun
The Sun describes your sense of personal identity, your creative expression and ability to
realize your individual potential and gain recognition.

Sun in Gemini
You have an intellectual attitude to life, with mental alertness and an enthusiasm for learning. Always
curious, your interests can range from the sublime to the ridiculous. You enjoy change and variety
with respect to friends and acquaintances and maintain an active social life. You are someone who
lives in the present and for the moment. A natural communicator, you can excel as a speaker or
writer. Playful and mischievous, you can, at times, be superficial and inclined to flit from one thing to
another.

Moon
The Moon describes your emotional nature, instinctual behavior and unconscious response
patterns, and sense of home and family.

Moon in Sagittarius
You have a free and easy outlook on life, with a freedom-loving emotional nature. Being emotionally
tied down is not your style. You are open and honest in your emotions. Your philosophies and ethics
in life are instilled in early childhood and remain with you through life. You have a deep interest in
higher learning and a strong curiosity about things, which may lead to long distance travel or tertiary
education.

Mercury
Mercury describes your manner of expression, your powers of communication and intellectual
reasoning, your ability to formulate and articulate ideas, and to make decisions.

Mercury in Cancer
You have a retentive memory. "What is felt is what is remembered" describes the way your mind
works. Your intellect and thinking processes are influenced by your feelings. You are highly intuitive
and perceptive. Your thinking is often centered on the home and family matters.

Venus
Venus describes your appreciation of beauty and the arts, your powers of attraction, and your
capacity for close personal relationships and love affairs.

Venus in Cancer
You experience deep and sincere feelings of love and are caring and protective towards your loved
ones. To feel emotionally secure, you need to have affection and tenderness demonstrated. You are
sensitive in love and hopelessly romantic, but can easily be hurt by insensitivity from another. You
have a desire for partnership and an appreciation of family-life. Social activities are often centered in
the home and your guests always feel welcome.

Mars
Mars describes the way you act and assert yourself, your basic urges and desires, and your
ability to achieve personal goals.

Mars in Leo
You act with great self-assurance and self-confidence, especially in areas that are familiar to you.
You have an enterprising spirit, coupled with the capability to demonstrate leadership and initiative.
You like to take charge of situations and to exercise your authority over others. At times, there may
be the tendency to act in an arrogant or domineering fashion towards other people. You can also
come across as all show and no action.

Jupiter
Jupiter describes how you relate to the larger world beyond your personal self, how you
expand in life, and experience higher learning, travel or religion.

Jupiter in Libra
You have an easy-going and relaxed nature in the company of others, coupled with the ability to
become popular and to make good connections. You have a gift for social or public work and a talent

for getting others involved in worthwhile causes. Intrinsically just and fair, you believe in equality in
personal or professional partnerships. You appreciate beauty and the fine arts.

Saturn
Saturn describes your experience of reality, your fears and inhibitions, where you are serious,
and how you respond to society's rules.

Saturn in Cancer
You have a strong desire for secure family and domestic circumstances; however there will always be
some difficulties associated with these areas. Family responsibilities are taken seriously. You
experience strong controlling factors in your emotional life, either from within yourself or through other
people or circumstances. Giving or receiving emotional support can be difficult.

Uranus
Uranus a generational planet - describes areas of personal and peer group uniqueness, your
intuitive awareness, and your ability to adapt to the new and sudden.

Uranus in Gemini
You have the ability to comprehend new ideas and concepts quickly and intuitively. An innovative and
original thinker, you have the power to impress your ideas on others. You are innately restless and in
constant search for new stimuli.

Neptune
Neptune a generational planet - describes your personal and peer group experiences of
spirituality, your powers of inspired fantasy and areas of illusion.

Neptune in Libra
You are a member of a generation that tends to idealize romantic love and marriage. There is the
potential for unrealistic expectations in relationships, which can lead to let-downs or disappointments.
You have a high sensitivity to beauty and refinement, coupled with an appreciation of the arts.

Pluto
Pluto a generational planet - describes your personal and peer group experience of upheavals,
forces beyond individual control, power and irreversible changes.

Pluto in Leo
You have a strong need to be self-expressive and to make an impression on others and the world in
general. You are part of a generation of leaders and doers. While you tend to challenge authority, you
can be extreme and dictatorial when in positions of power yourself.

Moon's North Node
The Moon's North Node a mathematical point - describes how you interact with others socially
and the types of unions you form.

Moon's North Node in Gemini
You are inclined to seek contacts with a wide and diverse range of people. You prefer the company of
mentally stimulating and informed people. Unions may come about through mixing with people within
teaching or learning environments. You have a sociable nature and tend to attract witty and clever
acquaintances.

Midheaven
The Midheaven describes your highest aspirations in life and means to self-fulfillment, your
personal vocation, and your status as perceived by others.

Midheaven in Taurus
Your aim in life is to achieve material security. This can be achieved through persistent effort, industry
and patience. Self-realization comes through tolerance, devotion to a cause and the discovery and
expression of your own unique creativity. An appreciation of nature brings you closer to it.

The Planets into the Houses
Sun in 10th House
You are ambitious and can rise to positions of prominence and importance in life - either publicly or
within your own circle. You will receive honors in life. You require recognition - especially in a career.
Professionally, you are best suited to self-employment or employing others, as you are likely to
experience difficulties adjusting to subordinate roles. You may develop an interest in politics.

Moon in 4th House
Your home is vitally important to your feeling of emotional well-being. You need the establishment of
a safe and secure home and family-life and will probably spend a lot of time in your home generally.
You identify strongly with your family history and place of birth - even if you move away from the
family or birthplace in later life. You can tend to play the parental role within domestic environments,
by caring for and protecting those you live with.

Mercury in 11th House
Spending time with your friends is important to you, as you and they learn from one another. You
enjoy acquiring and sharing knowledge with them. Together, you and your friends may participate in
courses and studies. On occasion, you can tend to worry about your friends. You are a social and
group-orientated person and may belong to common interest groups or societies. A capable networker, you are able to bring people together for a purpose or cause.

Venus in 11th House
Your social life is important to you and you will probably belong to a variety of groups or clubs.
Romantic affairs and close friendships can be established through shared activities. In special
circumstances, friendships can develop into love affairs, or vice versa. You attract cultured and
artistically minded friends who appreciate taste and refinement.

Mars in 12th House
You can be a champion for the underdog and may actively attempt to assist those who cannot help
themselves. In general, you are not driven by the desire for recognition; instead you achieve a lot
working behind-the-scenes. You can work well, or possibly hold administrative positions, within large
institutions. At times, you may find that your intentions are not realizable, due to a lack of energy or
weakened vitality. In certain cases there is the urge to escape from restrictive or limiting
circumstances or mindsets.

Jupiter in 2nd House
You have an either/or approach to money and possessions; meaning that you either pursue material
wealth with determination and success, or you reject its pursuit in favor of higher objectives and
spiritual ideals. Financial gain is to be expected; however once achieved it may not deliver all that it
promises by way of personal satisfaction or happiness. Attracting money is rarely difficult for you, but
holding on to it can be a challenge.

Saturn in 11th House
You can be a bit of a loner and sometimes feel uncomfortable in social situations. You tend not to
make friends easily; however you have the ability to cultivate genuine and long lasting friendships
through sincere effort and steadfast loyalty. You can gain through the patronage and goodwill of older
and experienced benefactors. Take care that you don't fall victim to false or deceitful acquaintances.

Uranus in 10th House
At best, your career path in life is up and down and prone to sudden or changeable circumstances.
You are suited to unusual or progressive vocations, including computing, electronics or aviation. You
can gain recognition in your profession if you tune into your own unique talents. Your political
outlooks tend to be more radical than conservative.

Neptune in 2nd House
Your attitude towards wealth and possessions can be idealistic or unrealistic. You either display keen
instincts about financial opportunities, or experience disappointments or losses, through
mismanagement or deception. Money can seem to flow through your fingers.

Pluto in 12th House
At times, you can be quite closed and private, requiring seclusion in order to meditate and reflect
upon your deepest concerns. Possibly, you may suffer bouts of fear or paranoia. You may have
special abilities as an investigator, who specializes in unearthing hidden things or exposing
corruption, especially within institutions.

Moon's North Node in 10th House
Your karmic lesson in life is to realize your personal destiny. Vocational matters are important. You
may need to watch your reputation.

Signs on the Cusps
1st House Cusp in Leo
Your primary motivation in life is to attain recognition and power. You make an immediate impact on
others through displaying an authoritative and commanding personality. Self-confident, selfexpressive and vital, you carry yourself well and with great dignity. You are often the centre of
attention. A capable leader and organizer, people look to you for direction and respect your judgment.
You tend to have a sensitive ego and a lot of pride. Arrogance and stubbornness can turn others
against you.

2nd House Cusp in Virgo
With regard to money, you are either very careful or a "worry wart" nervously counting your pennies.
You pay a lot of attention to organizing your finances and worry like mad if things are not in order and
accountable. You may earn your way in life through mental work or writing.

3rd House Cusp in Libra
You generally enjoy good relations with your relatives and neighbors. For the main part, you are a
pleasant communicator who dislikes arguments and disputes, especially in your personal
environment. Possibly, you may have a talent for writing; you certainly enjoy the arts and music. You
could have difficulty making up your mind sometimes because you are able to see both sides of an
issue.

4th House Cusp in Scorpio
Home-life is often experienced as an intense and complex affair. There is the likelihood of power
struggles among family members, in both your parental and personal home. A family member or
parent has a dominating presence, which you tend to rebel against. Family secrets may exist and resurface from time to time. Domestic privacy is important to you.

5th House Cusp in Sagittarius
In general, you are optimistic and idealistic in love and quite generous with your affections. On one
hand, you like to study and discuss philosophical ideas and enjoy travel and higher education. On the
other hand, you enjoy gregarious or rowdy social activity, such as rave-ups in pubs or clubs. You may
be inclined to gambling and speculation.

6th House Cusp in Aquarius
You have your own unique take on employment, which may or may not be in step with that of all
employers. You have your own way of working. Fixed ideas about work procedures may inhibit your
vocational progress. Your work may require a high level of technological ability

7th House Cusp in Aquarius
You are drawn to, and attract, unusual and original partners who know their own mind and
understand human nature. Your relationships are likely to be unique and unconventional in some
way. You are attracted to intellectually stimulating people, who are also free-acting and independent.
It is probable that you are demanding in your relationships and want things your way. If so, expect
rebelliousness and stubbornness from partners.

8th House Cusp in Pisces
There may be uncertainty surrounding a partner's source of income. Also, from time to time, he or she
may be unsure of their own earning ability. Problems may arise between you and your partners,
through an 'easy come easy go' attitude towards money. You may be fascinated by esoteric subjects
or the occult.

9th House Cusp in Aries
Your spiritual life is your own affair and you tend to be intolerant of anyone who criticizes your beliefs.
You are prepared to fight for what you believe in. Conflicts may arise over outlooks on life and
religion. At times, you may prefer to travel alone, as it gives you the freedom to roam at your own
pace. Legal disputes are possible. Important teachers and advisers tend to be bold and pioneering,
but also contentious and aggressive.

10th House Cusp in Taurus
You desire vocational security. Over time, you can achieve professional power and respect through
diligent and persistent effort. You are inclined to remain in a chosen career for long periods of time.
Professional fields may involve the arts, real-estate, finance, agriculture and building etc.

11th House Cusp in Gemini
In general, your friends are intelligent, mentally stimulating and communicative. You maintain
frequent contact with them by phone, email and letter writing. The groups and organizations you
belong to are often associated with learning or communication. You are adaptable in friendship, but
can also be superficial, indecisive and dualistic towards others.

12th House Cusp in Leo
The saying "pride goes before a fall" is nowhere better understood than here. Egotism, arrogance or
vanity could lead to your self-undoing. Showing off and boasting may invite negative reactions from
those who secretly envy or resent you and wish you harm for whatever reason.

House Rulers in Houses
1st House Cusp Ruler, Sun, in 10th House
You realize your primary motivation in life through focusing on your career or personal aspirations.
Gaining a measure of public recognition and holding responsible positions in society are important to
you. You may attain a degree of fame or notoriety; so it is critical that you keep a close eye on your
reputation.

2nd House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 11th House
Your friends can help or hinder you financially. Equally, you and your friends may be involved in
projects or schemes that bring monetary reward or loss. You could receive financial assistance or
sponsorship from people who are well-connected. Also, you may contribute money to causes.

3rd House Cusp Ruler, Venus, in 11th House
You have a special way of communicating to your friends or groups of people. You have a natural
ability for establishing lines of communication with people who can help you to realize your goals and
dreams in life.

4th House Cusp Ruler, Pluto, in 12th House
You are very private about your personal life and prefer to keep the affairs of your family confidential.
Your home is your refuge and place of retreat; but in some instances it can sometimes feel like a
prison. There may be family secrets that you will try to keep hidden away, such as a scandal or a
social embarrassment.

5th House Cusp Ruler, Jupiter, in 2nd House
Taking risks or gambles can affect your financial security and well-being for better or worse. You
could gain through speculation, but could also just as easily incur losses through carelessness. You
may make money through creative activity or investments in art. Possessiveness in love could spell
trouble.

6th House Cusp Ruler, Uranus, in 10th House
You are inclined to view your job as a career or calling in life. Your work skills and expertize will bring
you vocational success and recognition commensurate to the amount of effort you make. You have
the potential to attain positions of power and authority. You could also become well-known for your
work.

7th House Cusp Ruler, Uranus, in 10th House
Your personal relationships and dealings with others can affect your reputation for good or bad. You
may meet future partners through your work and may be helped in your career through them. Less
positively, there can be relationship difficulties if your career is too demanding of your time.

8th House Cusp Ruler, Neptune, in 2nd House
You are likely to gain financially through partnerships, wills or inheritances and shared resources.
Also, you generally succeed in claiming tax refunds, insurance pay-outs or debts owed to you by
others.

9th House Cusp Ruler, Mars, in 12th House
Your spiritual and philosophical development is enhanced from occasionally taking time out in
seclusion or quiet meditation. Your religious outlooks are a private affair to you and it is possible that
only a few people really know what you truly believe. You do your best academic work in quiet
surroundings or in retreat. A word of warning: if you taunt the law you could experience forced
confinement.

10th House Cusp Ruler, Venus, in 11th House
Friends, benefactors and supporters can assist you professionally. You may work with a friend or
belong to a group or club that brings you into contact with influential people.

11th House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 11th House
You are quite a social person and will most likely meet your friends in common interest groups or
clubs. Friendship is extremely important to you. You also know how to cultivate advantageous
contacts, which can assist you to realize your hopes and ambitions. You could support a political
party at some stage in your life.

12th House Cusp Ruler, Sun, in 10th House
You can expect difficulties in your career or reputation if you engage in secretive behavior or behindthe-scenes manipulation of situations or people. Underhanded dealings can tend to backfire on you
and possibly bring you to the attention of the authorities or result in a loss of face.

The Qualities and Elements
The signs of the zodiac are grouped into two basic categories. These are known as the Qualities and
the Elements. The Qualities describe fundamental modes of activity and the Elements describe
temperament. There are three Qualities: Cardinal, Fixed & Mutable and four Elements: Fire, Air, Earth
& Water. Your horoscope has varying degrees of each Quality and Element. The percentages you
have of each will determine their importance in your life. The higher percentages will be more
powerful in your life, the lower percentages will be less powerful.

The Qualities
42% Cardinal
The Cardinal signs are Aries, Cancer, Libra & Capricorn. The more planets you have in any of these
signs the more Cardinal you are:
Cardinal people are action oriented and initiating. They are interested in promoting change and
bringing new things into the world. They are direct, assertive and like to take charge of situations.
They are ambitious, independent and dislike being supervised. They are good at starting projects, but
not so good at completing them. They have abundant enthusiasm and are very resourceful. Cardinal
people generally don't hold grudges.
25% Fixed
The Fixed signs are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio & Aquarius. The more planets you have in any of these
signs the more Fixed you are:
Fixed people are persevering and enduring. They achieve results in life through determined and
persistent effort. They tend to do one thing at a time and are extremely practical in their approach to
everything. They are not easily influenced by others and can be quite firm or stubborn once their
minds are made up about something. They tend to hold onto things and are reluctant to change. They
are staunch, but they can also be inflexible and at risk from becoming set in their ways.
33% Mutable
The Mutable signs are Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius & Pisces. The more planets you have in any of
these signs the more Mutable you are:
Mutable people are the most flexible of the three types. They are able to go with the flow. They are
changeable and adaptable, but also indecisive and restless. They are sensitive to the opinions of
others, but they can also be impressionable and easily influenced by environmental circumstances.
Mutable people lack the stubbornness of the Fixed signs and the forcefulness of the Cardinal signs,
which makes them good mediators and go-betweens.

The Elements
25% Fire
The Fire signs are Aries, Leo & Sagittarius. The more planets you have in the Fire signs the more
pro-active and self-determining you are:
The Fire signs go for freedom of action and power. They strive for recognition in life. They are outgoing and enthusiastic, adventure seeking and powerful. They are ardent, passionate, assertive,

demonstrative, bold and courageous. They can also be impatient and bossy, willful and reactive,
especially when they face delays or obstructions in their path.
8% Earth
The Earth signs are Taurus, Virgo & Capricorn. The more planets you have in the Earth signs the
more practical and needful of security you are:
The Earth signs seek material security. They are down-to-earth, pragmatic, cautious, sensible and
conservative. Hardworking and industrious, Earth signs are able to put into effect the ideas and
inspirations of the other signs. They can be accumulative, possessive and overly materialistic. They
are also sensual and pleasure seeking.
42% Air
The Air signs are Gemini, Libra & Aquarius. The more planets you have in the Air signs the more proactive and self-determining you are:
The Air signs go for freedom of action and freedom of movement. Air signs need to be able to come
and go at will. Their domain is the air we breathe; hence they are conduits for communication and the
exchange of ideas. They are mentally alert and intellectually stimulating. Gregarious and sociable, Air
signs like to be around other people. They are observant and perceptive, curious and inquisitive.
They live totally in the here and now, and want to be in whatever is going on.
25% Water
The Water signs are Cancer, Scorpio & Pisces. The more planets you have in the Water signs the
more needful you are of emotional security:
People with a majority of planets in the Water signs are motivated by the need to gain security in their
emotional lives. They are sensitive, deep, compassionate, imaginative and intuitive. Their inner lives
and dream lives are very active. They are spiritually inclined and potentially psychic, with an ability to
tune into others. Life is experienced as a mystical journey. They can also be hypersensitive,
impressionable and emotionally needy.

The Aspects
Sun Opposition Moon (1z43' A)
You desire inner harmony. However, you often feel discontented and tense. At times, your drive for
recognition can override your emotional needs and vice versa. Your relationships with the opposite
sex are occasionally strained. There may be discord between your parents.

Sun Sextile Mars (3z51' A)
You have an abundance of energy, which you express positively and confidently. You have strong
willpower and the drive to achieve whatever is important to you in life. Naturally assertive, you like
taking charge of situations and making your intentions known. Self-motivated and ambitious, you
enjoy an active life-style. Advancements you make in life are based on your personal efforts and
determination. You have quick reflexes and are able to respond to situations immediately. Your
physical body is strong and hardy.

Sun Trine Jupiter (5z29' S)
You have an essentially positive and healthy outlook on life. Generosity of spirit and goodwill towards
others makes you a popular companion and a fun person to be around. You are motivated by a
strong urge to expand in life and to broaden your personal horizons. You have the ability to
successfully advance your material, social, intellectual or spiritual aspirations. In general, you are a
fortunate person whose needs in life will be met without too much hardship.

Sun Conjunct Uranus (5z02' S)
You are very much your own person and march to the beat of your own drum. An original personality,
you delight in being different and unique. You are intensely strong willed and individualistic and will go
to great lengths to achieve your personal goals and objectives. You are highly independent and
freedom loving, and refuse to be bound by convention. Other people may feel challenged by your
individualism and forced to question their own conformity when they see you in action. You are
innovative and progressive, with a modern and contemporary outlook on life, but can also be
extremely self-willed, disruptive and unpredictable. Provocative and contradictory, you can stir up
people or create incidents just for the sake of it. Expect the unexpected in your life, including sudden
changes, setbacks and accidents. You may be a genius ahead of your time, or an eccentric.

Sun SemiSquare Pluto (2z07' A)
You crave power and authority, and are a force to be reckoned with. You are used to getting your
own way and have little time for compromise. A dominating personality and a commanding manner
can sometimes make you seem pushy and autocratic. You are capable of - and used to - giving
orders, but are not so good at taking them. Power struggles of varying degrees are experienced on a
daily basis, especially with domineering or authoritarian personalities. You have the capability to
achieve most anything you set your sights on, as you have great determination and intense focus;
however you can also be extreme and obsessive in your approach to things. You will go through the
process of inner transformation and regeneration at different junctures in your life, by taking on new
identities after old ones have served their purpose.

Sun Conjunct Moon's North Node (2z07' S)
You are essentially people oriented and motivated by the desire to form and cultivate associations.
Your natural warmth and exuberance attract people to you and you enjoy being involved in group
activities and co-operative ventures. You have an aptitude for public related work and generally prefer
the company of intellectually stimulating and creative people.

Moon Trine Mars (5z34' A)
Your feelings and actions are in sync with each other: how you feel determines the way you act or
react to situations. You are usually honest about your feelings and have little trouble expressing them.
You enjoy keeping busy and initiating new projects and enterprises. Being quite bold and
courageous, you will speak your mind and express yourself in a direct and no-nonsense manner in
confrontational situations. Others know where they stand with you, as you're always prepared to 'lay
your cards on the table'.

Moon Sextile Jupiter (3z45' S)
You are naturally generous, open-minded and kind-hearted. Your emotional honesty and good humor
make you popular and appreciated by others. You are socially aware and always ready to help other
people. You are interested in philosophy and religion, and, if other factors in your chart support it, you

will have the opportunity to travel. You know how to enjoy yourself and are fond of sociable and
pleasurable activities. Relations with women are usually positive.

Moon Opposition Uranus (3z19' S)
You are likely to display strongly individualistic inclinations and self-reliance from an early age,
coupled with a tendency to rebel against any restrictions on your freedom and independence. You
can be very strong-willed and ambitious and capable of sacrificing emotional and family relationships
for the attainment of personal objectives. You have a sharp intuition and can be uncannily perceptive
about people and situations. It is possible that you may be attracted to unusual domestic
arrangements, such as communal living.

Moon Opposition Moon's North Node (0z24' S)
You are motivated by the urge to establish spiritual and emotional connections with others. You judge
another's character on your initial instincts. Family ties are extremely important to you; however there
can be tensions between members of your family. Difficulties with others can arise through a lack of
adaptability or insensitivity, leading to estrangements or parting company.

Mercury SemiSquare Mars (2z55' A)
You have an alert and agile mind, with the ability to think quickly and decisively. Direct in your
communications with others, you know how to be convincing and how to press a point. You enjoy
instigating or participating in discussions and debates. You have the ability to think for yourself and to
put your own ideas into action. You can also benefit from developing practical skills and 'hands on'
experience. You thrive on mental stimulation and challenge and, if other things in your chart support
it, will direct your energies into research or academic work. Alternatively, you can be verbally
aggressive and cutting. You can also resort to sarcasm and colorful language. Minor accidents, such
as cuts and bruises are possible; usually through impatience or acting before thinking.

Mercury Square Neptune (3z01' S)
You are highly intuitive and perceptive and seem to instinctively know what others may be thinking.
You have an interest in metaphysical subjects and may even experience spiritual or psychic
phenomena. Alternatively, your thinking can be confused or uncertain and you may experience
difficulties making important decisions or communicating clearly to others. Possibly, you could be
prone to self-deception or inclined to avoid facing uncomfortable realities. In certain circumstances,
you can be scheming and insincere.

Mercury SemiSquare Midheaven (0z30' S)
For the most part, you are a thinker and a doer. You have the ability to advance vocationally through
being clear about what you want to achieve and keeping abreast of developments in your field. You
are well-suited to academic work, such as teaching or lecturing, but are equally capable as a
communicator or business professional. Media work, acting or politics may appeal to you also. You
are probably a good storyteller. Others value your advice because they know you keep yourself up to
date and informed. Alternatively, you may experience miscommunications with family members,
professional colleagues or authority figures over matters of outlook. Your career path is unlikely to be
straight and clear, as you are inherently restless and prone to frequent job changes. At times, your
career and family commitments encroach upon one another.

Venus Conjunct Saturn (1z55' S)
Regarding matters of the heart, you are cautious and inclined to put practical considerations before
romantic desires. You have a tendency to exercise self-control in love, perhaps at the expense of
emotional satisfaction and spontaneity. People generally need to earn your trust before you allow
them to get too close. Yet, once trust is established, you are very loyal and steadfast. You view
relationships seriously and value stability and fidelity in love. You are attracted to people older than
yourself and respect their life experience and maturity. At times, you enjoy time alone and are content
in your own company. Alternatively, you can be emotionally cool and indifferent, even hardhearted
and cold. There may be difficulties in expressing affection and discomfort with intimacy. You can be
inhibited and lack self-confidence in love, resulting in periods of loneliness or forced abstinence.
(Note: artistic excellence is sometimes found with this planetary pairing due to the discipline required
for high art).

Venus Sextile Midheaven (1z23' A)
You are a warm-hearted and loving individual and, in general, enjoy good relationships with your
family and work colleagues. You have a unique sense of style and have quite individualistic fashion
tastes and preferences. Status in your career is important to you, and vocational successes are likely
in creative occupations or the arts, the beauty or fashion industries, or the public relations sectors.

Mars Square Midheaven (2z25' A)
You are ambitious for personal success and will use whatever means you have at your disposal to
get to the top. You desire recognition in your career; however you may find that the demands of your
job and those of your family impinge upon each other and cause you problems in both areas.
Vocationally, you know what you want and how to get it. In fact, you can become a high-flyer in just
about any area you apply yourself. You can be quite domineering and combative, which can be
intimidating to others and cause quarrels and disputes. There may be clashes with others caused by
family and vocational demands impinging upon one another.

Jupiter Square Saturn (6z22' S)
In general, your life alternates between periods of optimism and pessimism and periods of financial
abundance and financial hardship. It can sometimes seem that everything good that happens to you
comes at a cost. Your challenge is to find the middle path between enjoying life and keeping it real.
Occasionally, you experience feelings of dissatisfaction with your lot in life; however this can serve as
a motivation to improve your situation. All of your personal successes - academic, financial or
emotional - are hard won and gained through industry, perseverance and self-discipline. You have a
good head for business because you understand the cycles of expansion and consolidation. Your
philosophical outlooks tend to be orthodox and conservative.

Jupiter Trine Uranus (0z26' S)
You are quite happy doing your own thing and don't concern yourself with other people's opinions.
Your faith in your own abilities is usually strong and, regardless of what may be happening in your
life, your trust in the future rarely flags. You have an eye for good opportunities, coupled with a keen
intuition and an exceptional sense of timing. You embrace change because it usually works in your
favor.

Jupiter Trine Moon's North Node (3z21' S)
You are generally successful in your dealings with people, as you have the ability to adapt to their
needs. You will make many contacts in life and, in most cases, your personal relationships and
partnerships should be harmonious and positive.

Saturn Sextile Midheaven (0z33' S)
You are ambitious for professional success and will work hard to achieve your goals. Naturally selfdisciplined, you know that success only comes before work in the dictionary; thus you will apply
yourself diligently to your duties. You are a reliable and trustworthy worker, who is capable of holding
important and responsible positions. Stability in your career contributes to a stable and secure home
life and vice versa.

Uranus Conjunct Moon's North Node (2z55' A)
You either prefer the company of unusual and original people, or you come across to others as
unconventional and eccentric yourself. You enjoy change and variety with regard to your associations
and can be inclined to make and break contacts suddenly and unexpectedly. When meeting new
people, you tend to assess their character intuitively and quickly. You may associate with people who
expose you to unsettling or disruptive experiences.

Neptune Sextile Pluto (4z12' S)
Neptune and Pluto are the solar system's slowest moving planets; consequently aspects between
them last for a great number of years and their effects are less personal than collective. Since 1940
and continuing until about 2040 they are in sextile aspect to each other. The major effect of this is to
accentuate spiritual awareness and development en masse. You are part of a generation that is intent
on exploring and refining the inner aspect of life and consciousness itself. You will be aware of a
universal interest in metaphysical subjects, clairvoyance and psychical research.

The Midpoints
Sun = Moon/Moon's North Node (-1z55' A )
An emotional need for partnership and connection. Assuming leadership roles within unions.
Cultivating personal ties. Adaptability within relationships. Productive activity with a partner; creative
and fruitful teamwork. An influential or dynamic family.

Sun = Mars/Jupiter (-0z49' S )
A high level of self-motivation and personal initiative. Enterprising and constructive activity. Success
in life through own efforts. Directing the will and energies confidently and positively. Pro-active and
decisive. Realization of personal ambitions. High achiever. Successful and fruitful partnerships.
Feeling fulfilled.

Sun = Saturn/Midheaven (+1z10' S d)
Development of self-reliance. A strong sense of purpose and direction in life. Motivation to establish
and secure a position in life. Gaining respect and authority through hard work and discipline.

Difficulties in career or vocation. Tendency to be readily discouraged or prone to defeatist attitudes.
Contending with inhibitions of an inner or external nature. Limiting professional and domestic or family
circumstances.

Moon = Uranus/Moon's North Node (-1z51' S d)
Feeling at ease in the company of original and freethinking people. Spontaneous and stimulating
connections. Alliances with contemporary or progressive groups - and women. Brief or temporary
contacts. Emotionally excitable and reactive tendencies. Disruptions within associations or
partnerships. Unsettling family experiences.

Moon = Sun/Uranus (-0z48' S d)
An intuitive and perceptive nature. Quick instinctive responses. Spontaneity. Adapting and adjusting
to change throughout life - contending with the unexpected. Sudden disturbances to daily patterns
and routines. Unpredictable circumstances. Unsettling and disruptive influences in personal, domestic
or family life. Highly strung tendencies. Agitation and irritability.

Moon = Jupiter/Midheaven (-0z18' A )
High expectations in life. An instinct for success and for making beneficial career moves. Vocational
advancement and recognition. A generous and supportive nature. A positive outlook. The tendency to
look on the bright side. Successful career women. Affluent family and social connections.

Moon = Sun/Moon's North Node (+0z40' A d)
Forming and cultivating important personal connections. An emotional need for physical contact. A
strong family bond. Significant personalities within the family unit. Matriarchal and patriarchal figures.
A sense of personal history. An interest in genealogy. Supportive relationships. Ability to deal with the
public and cater to people's needs. Establishing personal partnerships.

Moon = Mars/Jupiter (+0z55' A )
Emotional exuberance and confidence. Relying on instinct and initiative - and acting with integrity.
Bringing personal ventures to fruition. Successful and constructive activity. Creativity and
resourcefulness. Prospering financially or materially; benefiting from supportive and conducive
conditions. Procreative energy - fertility. An enterprising woman or family.

Mercury = Moon/Saturn (-1z21' A )
A realistic outlook and approach to life. Applying reason over emotion. Discussing emotional
concerns with others; knowing when to be responsible. Serious considerations and realizations
involving family life. Mental focus. Hours of disciplined mental activity. The tendency to dwell on past
difficulties or slights. Reticence. Imagining things to be worse than they are. Contemplating
separation.

Mercury = Venus/Moon's North Node (-0z35' S d)
Knowing how to make the most of the good things in life. Enjoying social activity, parties and
entertainment with others. Articulate, creative and refined company - cultured connections. Sharing
creative ideas, views and concepts. Mixing in artistic circles. Discussing relationship dynamics;
intimate dialogues between partners.

Mercury = Sun/Saturn (-0z29' S d)
A disciplined mind. Applying self to serious study and research. Concentration and focus. Logic and
reason. Succinct in speech and writing. Single-minded. The tendency to view life seriously and
realistically. A practical philosopher. A slow accomplishment of goals. Perseverance. A risk of health
problems through poor dietary habits and neglect. Shyness and reticence. Skepticism. A negative
outlook. Sober and somber realizations. Mental blocks.

Mercury = Moon/Venus (-0z23' A )
Intellectual receptivity and creativity. An instinctive visual and aesthetic sense. Feeling blessed and
acknowledging it. Affectionate responses. Pondering the nature of love. Discussing intimate feelings
with others. Talking about relationship and sexual needs and desires; speaking with heart and soul.
Thinking about parenthood. Communication with women and family members.

Mercury = Sun/Venus (+0z28' A d)
Creative thinking. An eye for art and design. Aesthetically aware and discerning. Artistic trains of
thought. The developing of creative skills. Thinking about love and intimate relationships. Declaring
love and what is felt. Discussing the nature of love and also heartfelt issues. Social interaction.
Mercury = Mars/Midheaven (+1z43' S d)
Ambitious ideas and aspirations. A direct communicator. Displaying the power of assertion and
presence of mind to advance professionally - to achieve specific objectives. Decisive action. A busy
and demanding vocational life. Heated and lively discussions. The tendency to become irritable and
reactive when under stress. Dictating to others and being dictated to. Impulsive decisions and
actions.

Venus = Moon/Mars (-1z45' A )
Pursuing what is needed to feel secure and happy in life. The will to attain personal desires. Impulsive
attractions and love affairs. Sexual magnetism. Sensuality. Mediating relationship conflicts; the
pacifier. Procreative energy - fertility. Parenthood. Instinctive creative expression.

Venus = Mercury/Pluto (-1z17' S d)
Magnetic appeal; the ability to be persuasive and charming when it suits. Passionately expressing
what is felt and thought. The power to speak with heart and feeling. Discussing issues relating to love
and sexuality. Romantic obsessions and fixations. Manipulating others or being manipulated.
Dynamic artistic performances.

Venus = Sun/Mars (-0z53' S d)
A charismatic and demonstrative nature. Strong physical and emotional attractions. Quickly aroused
and stimulated. A sexual being; potential infidelity. Enjoying being active and vital. The urge to be
creative and productive. Procreative energy. Impulsive and indulgent tendencies.

Mars = Jupiter/Neptune (-0z08' S )
Hoping and believing that initiatives set in motion will turn out as planned. Idealistic or altruistic
motivations and pursuits. A risk of unwise speculations; impractical and unrealistic ventures. A risk of

leaving oneself open to loss and disappointment. Blind faith and zeal. Crusading for a cause. An
active religious and spiritual life. Metaphysical pursuits.

Mars = Mercury/Jupiter (+1z23' S d)
A confident and direct communicator. Making intentions clear. Acting on good ideas. Achieving
desired results. Constructive plans and initiatives. The urge to broaden one's understanding. Pursuing
knowledge. Productive and fruitful activity. Resourcefulness. Successful business ventures.

Jupiter = Moon/Pluto (-1z50' A d)
Living life to the full. Great expectations and personal accomplishments. Enterprising and resilient.
Emotionally driven; the compulsion to succeed in ventures and ambitions. Inner conviction. Selfempowerment. The desire for financial power; acquisitions - potential avarice. Religious fervor. Zeal
and fanaticism.

Jupiter = Mercury/Saturn (-1z07' A )
Achieving results through disciplined activity and persistence. Applying steadily to the task at hand.
Focusing the mind and carrying out plans and ideas successfully. Giving serious thought to finding
the best solutions. A first-rate problem solver. Firm opinions and convictions. The ability to teach or
instruct. A good student. recognizing when it is time to move on. Separative influences.

Jupiter = Sun/Pluto (-0z58' A )
Personal conviction. Placing great importance on success and achievement. Intense drive;
commitment to specific causes. An entrepreneurial spirit. Demonstrating what it takes to achieve
goals. Confidently forging ahead in life. Influential connections. Involvement in large-scale ventures
and investments. Striving for material and financial security. Over-estimating self and abilities.
Compulsive and indulgent tendencies. An arrogant manner.

Jupiter = Mercury/Venus (-0z09' A )
Abundant creative energy. Visual discernment. The ability to recognize and appreciate quality.
Acquiring lavish items and artistic objects. A purveyor or collector of fine art. An art critic. Ease of
communication within partnerships. Love dialogues. Enjoying life's pleasures and indulging the
senses. Satisfying desires. Indulgences and extravagances.

Saturn = Mars/Uranus (-1z29' A d)
Intense frustration. Confronting challenges which test personal strength and stamina. Focusing
willpower and energies to overcome difficult situations. Contending with obstructive and aggravating
conditions. Thwarted plans and intentions. Blocked energy. Aggressive tendencies; hostile actions.
Severity. Accident proneness.

Saturn = Moon's North Node/Midheaven (-1z14' A )
A self-absorbed and introspective nature. Aloofness. Following one's own path in life - or 'going it
alone'. Living apart from others. A solitary existence. Placing individual needs before others.
Significant separations. Establishing personal and professional priorities. Trusting and respecting the
help and assistance of others to further personal and professional aims.

Saturn = Moon/Midheaven (-1z02' A )
A responsible nature. Serious commitment to personal and professional aspirations. Contending with
family responsibilities and duties. Making sincere sacrifices. Seeking sanctuary within the home. Inner
and emotional repressions. Sorrow and angst through loss or separation. Severances from the past or from the family. Testing connections with women.

Saturn = Neptune/Pluto (-0z52' S )
Deep sensitivities and insecurities. Subjection to negative mind-sets. Suspicion and skepticism. Fear
of the unknown. The erosion of security and reality structures - the inability to continue as before.
States of anguish or despair. A person who is either for or against spiritual beliefs and metaphysical
phenomena.

Saturn = Sun/Midheaven (-0z10' A )
A serious individual. A single-minded and realistic approach to aims and aspirations. Professional
challenges and sacrifices. The potential for being passed over for promotion and recommendation. A
fear of failure. An occasional need for solitude and privacy. Gradually establishing positions of respect
and authority through perseverance.

Saturn = Mars/Moon's North Node (-0z02' A d)
Consolidating relationships in order to achieve shared goals. Focused activity and disciplined
teamwork. Controlling others or being controlled. Clashes of will and ego. Defensive and reactive
inclinations within associations. Conflict within partnerships. Decisive separations. Shared problems
and grievances.

Saturn = Moon/Mars (+0z10' S )
Dealing with personal problems directly and efficiently. Working through challenges; persisting
against the odds - or despite setbacks. Contending with restrictive and combative influences. A
frustrated determination. Fluctuating degrees of impetus and motivation. Repressed emotional and
sexual desires. Crankiness. Decisive separations.

Saturn = Mercury/Pluto (+0z38' S d)
The power to focus the mind. A deeply introspective nature. Intensive and time-consuming projects or
research. The ability to probe, investigate or uncover. Diligently working through mental or intellectual
challenges. Incessant and exacting criticism. Being prone to rigid and fixed thinking. Strong fixations
and convictions. Manipulative and controlling influences.

Saturn = Sun/Mars (+1z02' S d)
Hard-earned achievements. A tested will and fighting spirit. The need to take responsibility for actions
and non-actions. Accepting - or resisting - circumstantial limitations. Defending or forfeiting a stand.
Professional or employment difficulties and challenges. Discouragement. Defensive or offensive
action. A lack of confidence in self and abilities. Frustration; blocked energy. Separative influences.

Uranus = Mercury/Midheaven (-1z17' A d)
Developing a unique 'take' on life; an individual perspective. Original thoughts and ideas. An
innovative and ingenious nature. Anticipating future trends. Sudden shifts in personal and
professional direction. Constantly redefining and reassessing vocational position. High-tech careers.
Tension and stress within work and domestic life.

Uranus = Saturn/Pluto (-0z58' A )
Quick on the uptake and alert to impending risk or danger. The desire to be free of compounding
pressures and stress. Volatile and erratic behavior. Defiance. Extreme intolerance in self and others.
Enforced critical adjustments. Exposure to powerful forces outside of personal control which manifest
suddenly. Destructive influences. Breakthroughs as a result of intense struggle.

Uranus = Mercury/Mars (-0z05' A )
A quick and resourceful intellect. Having a ready answer, especially when 'put on the spot'. Rapid
reply and retaliation. An advocate for change and reform; for freedom of speech and action. The
courage to speak out, often without considering the repercussions. Assessing situations swiftly. A
defiant nature. A wicked temper; provoking others or being provoked. Accident and injury proneness.

Uranus = Venus/Pluto (-0z00' A )
Sudden and obsessive desires. Electrifying and magnetic attractions. Falling deeply and utterly in
love. Experimentation in love, sex and creative expression. Emotionally or sexually demanding and
challenging relationships. Dramas and turmoil within partnerships. Being transformed by the power of
love.

Neptune = Moon/Jupiter (-1z31' A )
A sensitive and generous soul. Embracing life and envisaging a wide range of possibilities - travel.
Religious and spiritual inclinations. Successful creative activity. Dreaming and fantasizing.
Exaggerated optimism and idealism. Difficulty manifesting hopes and wishes. Potential indifference
and apathy. Indiscriminate squandering of resources and finances.

Neptune = Sun/Jupiter (-0z39' A )
Believing that anything is possible in life - high hopes and wishes. The need to keep expectations in
perspective. Spiritual, religious or metaphysical interests. Development of the inner life. A risk of
misplaced confidence and trust. Potential health problems through over-indulgence. The weakening
of vitality through the overuse of intoxicants and stimulants. Depleted finances; over expenditure.

Neptune = Saturn/Uranus (+0z01' S )
Witnessing unavoidable changes and reforms in life. The sudden undermining of established
structures and arrangements. The erosion - and restructuring of traditions and institutions. Being
receptive to viable alternatives. The desire to escape from tense and stressful situations - avoidance.
The necessity to give in - or to accept that 'what will be, will be'. Helpless and hopeless situations.
Stress related health issues.

Neptune = Venus/Uranus (+0z58' S )
An alluring and flirtatious nature; the ability to tantalize and beguile. Enticing others or being enticed.
Receptive to sexual experimentation. Secret infatuations. Potential disloyalty - indiscretions.
Emotional turmoil. Instability and confusion within relationships. Inspired artistic originality. Creative
perception.

Neptune = Saturn/Moon's North Node (+1z28' S )
Periodically seeking sanctuary and seclusion away from others. Meditative and contemplative
qualities. Difficulties establishing and maintaining reliable and enduring relationships. Influences
which undermine connections and family ties. Disloyalty and dishonesty within partnerships. Feelings
of rejection. Mistreatment. Painful experiences and realizations.

Neptune = Moon/Saturn (+1z40' S d)
Making personal sacrifices. Spending time in solitude - creating a sanctuary for self. Pursuing a
spiritual discipline. Asceticism. Emotional despondency - feeling empty and drained. Difficulty
curtailing fears and insecurities; negative inner states. The potential for neglecting responsibilities and
priorities. Incidents which undermine personal and family circumstances.

Pluto = Saturn/Midheaven (-0z57' A )
Intense introspection. An extremely solitary disposition - and experience. Extreme self-reliance and
self-discipline. A difficult career path fraught with obstacles and challenges. No short cuts and 'free
lunches' in life. Conclusive turning points. Enforced sacrifices and compromises. The gradual rise to a
position of power and control.

Pluto = Venus/Midheaven (+0z00' S )
The desire for power and social status. Ambitious ventures. A magnetic and charming nature; using
charisma and appeal to get ahead in life - to get what is wanted. Easily manipulating others or being
easily manipulated. Fixating over something or someone. Obsessive tendencies. Emotional and
sexual chemistry between partners. All-consuming and intense experiences in love.

Pluto = Mars/Saturn (+0z15' S d)
Demonstrating the will and intent to meet specific challenges; to completely master and overcome an
arduous situation. Defiance; refusing to back down or give in under pressure. Build ups of stress and
aggression which are prone to periodic and powerful release. The activation of survival instincts. An
awareness of the destructive forces of 'man and nature'. Harmful elements. Collective loss and
anguish.

Pluto = Venus/Mars (+1z13' S d)
A deeply passionate and sensual nature. Charisma. Sexual magnetism. Obsessing about someone or something. Fanaticism. Compulsive urges; giving in to temptation. Being overwhelmed by desire
and the power of love. Intense emotional and sexual attractions. Depth of feeling within partnerships.
Dramas in love life. Creative potential; dedicated artistic activity.

Moon's North Node = Moon/Uranus (-1z15' A )
Lively and spontaneous personal connections. Associating with progressive and free-thinking people.
Intuitive links with others. An independent and volatile streak which can cause strains in partnerships.
Stressful relationships. Changeable family dynamics.

Moon's North Node = Sun/Uranus (-0z24' A d)
Stimulating connections. Associating with progressive, free-thinking and radical people. Advocating
reforms in conjunction with others. Intermittent involvement with groups. Reactive and upsetting
behavior within relationships.

Moon's North Node = Jupiter/Midheaven (+0z06' S )
Advantageous personal and professional relationships. Successful and profitable teamwork.
Advancing vocationally; gaining positive support from others and family members. Getting on well
with colleagues. Mutual respect within partnerships. Connecting with good humored and optimistic
people.

Moon's North Node = Sun/Moon (+1z16' S )
Forming significant unions throughout the course of life. Friendships and relationships which are
central to personal growth - and impact at a core level. A gift for forming and cultivating connections.
Satisfying experiences within groups or clubs. A supportive and consistent member. Strong family ties
and bonds. An attraction to kindred souls and spirits. Feeling 'at one' with a partner; unity. A
significant union - marriage.

Moon's North Node = Mars/Jupiter (+1z19' S )
Connecting with creative and highly motivated people. Achieving the desired results in enterprises
through combined effort and endeavor. Prosperous partnerships. Profitable and rewarding
associations. Business activity; lucrative deals and investments with others. Fertile relationships.

Midheaven = Moon/Saturn (-1z51' S )
A self-contained individual. Establishing structure and routine in daily life. The need to feel in control
of one's life - and personal destiny. Emotional restraint. Contending with depressive and restrictive
influences in professional and family life. An awareness of domestic duties and work responsibilities.
Vocational worries or concerns. Making personal sacrifices.

Midheaven = Venus/Moon's North Node (-1z05' S )
An attractive and alluring nature. Loving another with heart and soul. Affairs of the heart; intimate and
sexual liaisons. Entering into partnerships based on mutual love and devotion. Appreciating sincerity
within partnerships; valuing personal and professional connections. Mixing with creative and artistic
individuals. The desire for social status.

Midheaven = Sun/Saturn (-0z59' S )
A solitary and self-contained nature. Leading a simple lifestyle. Modesty and unpretentiousness.
Persistent and conscientious behavior. Working hard to achieve positions of authority - and vocational
recognition. Professional obstacles. Difficulties through a lack of incentive and motivation - or through
defeatist attitudes. Health issues; bouts of tiredness and lethargy.

Midheaven = Moon/Venus (-0z53' S )
A deeply caring and nurturing nature. Being aware of the needs of others - a loving and devoted soul.
Intimacy within relationships - sincere love and trust between partners. Giving and receiving support
in life - at personal and professional level. Enjoying one's career. Parental instincts; a satisfying family
and domestic life.

Midheaven = Sun/Venus (-0z02' S )
A loving and devoted nature. Inner harmony. Attractive and magnetic qualities. Appreciating the
beautiful things in life. Sociability; mixing with creative people - artists or musicians. Artistic talent and
aspirations. Enjoying one's vocation in life - 'loving what you do'. Professional acknowledgement and
admiration. Partnerships based on mutual love and respect.
End of Report

